
Basic information :

566 lTotal unit gross capacity

GBPlug type

200 cmLength of electrical supply cord

1Number of compressors

CE,ROHS,REACH,GMARKINMarks of conformity

50 HzFrequency

220-240 VVoltage

N/ACurrent

240 WConnection Rating

N/ADoor panel options

N/AMain colour of the product

Half-integratedConstruction type

ElectronicType of control

Free-standingInstallation type

RefrigeratorProduct category

3838782327131EAN code

734344Internal article number

NRS9182MXUKCommercial code

GorenjeBrand

Side by SideProduct name / Family

734344
NRS9182MXUK

Side by Side

2 vegetable drawersVegetable drawer

With the practical bottle holder your bottles
and cans are easily accessible and don't
take up the space that could otherwise be
used to store other items.

The wire bottle rack
R600ARefrigerant
Sound alarm for open doorDoor opened indicator
2Wheels
LED interior light on the ceilingIlluminated interior of refrigerator compartment
Twist ice makerIce maker

Freezing large amounts of food? The
FastFreeze function freezes the food at -24
°C to preserve the minerals in the food and
retain its quality. After approximately 26
hours, the function is switched off
automatically and the freezer compartment
temperature returns to the initial setting.

FastFreeze
LED displayType of display

Inverter compressors are quieter, more
durable and consume less energy as
compared to a conventional compressor.
They adapt better and faster to temperature
changes inside the refrigerator, for example
when the door is opened, which means less
temperature fluctuations and better storage
conditions for your food.

Inverter compressor

Large and clearly laid out LED display allows
instant control over the temperature settings.
Features like FastFreeze and HolidayMode
can be switched on with a simple touch. And
in case of a sudden increase in temperature
an integrated alarm will warn you right away.

Electronic control SensoTech
MultiFlow Cooling - fridgeAir movement
SuperCoolQuick cooling
LED lightFreezer illumination

FreshZone drawer

One of the best cooling systems in the
market, installed in the freezer compartment,
prevents the accumulation of ice and frost to
keep the power consumption low, while in
the refrigerator compartment, it maintains an
ideal microclimate for fresh food. Circulation
of ionized air prevents the food from drying
out and retains its vitamins and minerals.

NoFrost Plus

USP :
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FullFrost free system

43 dB(A) re 1 pWNoise level

TClimate clas

5 hStorage Period in Event of Power Failure

10 Kg/24Freezing capacity

177 lFreezer Net capacity

339 lRefrigerator Net capacity

603 kWhTotal annual energy consumption

1,65 kWhEnergy consumption

A++Energy Efficiency Class

7EU category of the household refrigerating appliance model (2010/30/EC)

603,0 kWh/annumEnergy consumption annual - NEW (2010/30/EC)

5 hTemperature rise time

18 °CMinimum ambient temperature

43 °CMaximum ambient temperature

Energy label information / Performance :

N/AReversible door hinge

Ice tray -
Meat container - 1
Egg rack - 1

Included accessories

YesVegetable compartment

YesMeat compartment

N/ATemperature range

2Number of temperature zones

NoneThermometer freezer section

NoneThermometer fridge section

GlassMaterial of the shelves

4Number of Adjustable Shelves in fridge compartment

5Number of shelves in fridge compartment

YesBottle holder

NoAutomatic motor-driven ice-maker

0Number of freezing  compartments with doors / interior doors

2Number drawers / baskets in the freezer

N/AInterior ventilator fridge section

YesFreezer section with thaw water drainage system

YesTemperature adjustable freezer

N/ATemperature setting independent of external temp.

YesDoor opened indicator freezer

YesFast freezing

YesFast cooling

AutomaticDefrost process freezer section

AutomaticDefrost process fridge section

HZLF57962 - NRS9182MXUK - ADVANCED LINEShort description of the product

Features :

SteelColor / Material door

Coil coated sheetColor / Material body

100,0 kgGross weight

2 doorsProduct type

90,0 kgNet weight

727 mmDepth of the packed product

977 mmWidth of the packed product

1896 mmHeight of the packed product

Yes - front onlyAdjustable feet

N/ADoor hinge

636 mmDepth

908 mmWidth

1786 mmHeight

1Number of independent cooling systems

N/ACapacity in 0.75l (Bordeaux bottles)

4Star Rating

216 lFreezer Gross capacity

350 lRefrigerator Gross capacity

516 lTotal unit net capacity
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